Stop Being a ‘Lotto Loser’....

The 4 BIG Mistakes ‘LottoLosers’ Make And What You Can Do NOW To Start Winning
Hello,

It’s Professor Robert here, the creator and developer of the Formula 1 Lotto System, and I’ve put together this very short report, to point 4 of the main mistakes every lotto player is making when playing lotto.

Understanding and knowing what these big four ‘dumb’ mistakes lotto player make, will help set you up to start playing your favorite lotto game in a much smarter way.

I know what I have to say in this report will help you.

Sincerely

Professor Robert
Hello, and welcome,

Let me ask you a question....

Are you a ‘lotto loser’?

In other words, do you play lotto each week but have never won anything. Even a small prize?

Well if that’s you, then you’d better listen up because what I’ll be telling you here will help to turn your fortunes around.

In this video I’ll be revealing the 4 biggest mistakes every lotto player makes that stop them from ever winning regular lotto cash prizes.

But before I start though, I need to warn you that I’m not going to hold anything back here, and you might not like what I have to say.

You might even be offended, so if I do offend you in some way while you’re reading this report...then I apologize for that right now..

Ok....so let’s get started...

Winning a big lotto prize is the great dream all lotto players have. And I’m sure it’s your dream to.

But the reality is that it’s never going to happen, because of one simple fact, and that is.... **99.9% people who play lotto don’t have the first clue about how to play lotto the ‘right way’**
So now let’s go through those 4 BIG mistakes that are keeping YOU from winning...
Big Mistake #1

You choose your lotto numbers using birthdays, anniversaries, kids ages, house number *(or whatever)*

This is one of the dumbest ways that anyone can use to choose their lotto numbers.

If you have some misguided notion that using anniversaries, kids ages, or birthdays is the best way to choose your numbers, then can I suggest one thing you should do, and that is......stop playing lotto right now.

Yes...that’s right.....stop playing now, and keep your hard earned money in your pocket.
In all honesty, you would be better off consulting your local psychic to give you your lotto numbers than you would be using any of those methods (of course I’m just kidding about using a psychic)

There are proven strategies and techniques you can use to give you the best possible chances of winning a lotto prize,.....but you’ll have no hope at all if you’re choosing your numbers using this ‘dumb’ way.

So please stop it now!
BIG Mistake # 2

You use past lotto winning numbers because you think they’re pointers to future wins.

This is a classic mistake so many lotto players make, and it really frustrates the heck out of me!

I receive emails all the time from people I call…..’armchair lotto experts’.

These ‘armchair lotto experts’ have some misguide belief that past winning numbers are some sort of guide to future winning numbers. We’ll, I’m sorry to burst the bubble, my ‘armchair lotto expert’ friends, but that assumption is a total myth, and is 100% total nonsense....
There are NO valid, logical or statistical reasons why past numbers will ever have any bearing on future possible winning number combinations. But despite my best efforts to convince these ‘know-it-all lotto experts’ of this fact......many are in total denial, and still go on believing they know better, and so they continue to blindly follow this time wasting and useless number selection method.

Then they wonder why they never win any lotto prizes.

Please don’t waste your time ‘studying’ past winning numbers. Instead, start using a system that uses a time tested, proven formula to guarantee you regular wins..

**Bonus Mistake**

‘Wheeling’ Systems are a Total Dead Loss..

Here’s the basic definition of a ‘lotto wheeling system straight from Wikipedia...

“**Lottery wheeling** is a well-organized and entertaining way of playing the lotteries, widely used by individual players and syndicates to secure wins provided they hit their numbers”

I don’t know about you, but for me, playing lotto is not some sort of ‘game’, nor is it.... ‘entertainment’.

It’s a serious business!

After all, you’re putting your hard earned money on the line playing these sorts of games, and so you must expect to get a guaranteed return from
the money you have at stake. But that will never happen with any ‘wheeling’ system.

If you’re involved with these types of so called ‘systems’ then I’d suggest you get out as quickly as you can before they suck you dry of all your hard earned money.
Big Mistake #3

You’re inconsistent, and you change your lotto numbers every week.

This is where almost every lotto player goes wrong....

For some inexplicable reason so many lotto players get the idea into their heads that if they don’t win one week with a set numbers, then those numbers must somehow be.... ‘bad’ numbers, and so they change them.

Then if those numbers don’t win the following week, they change them again, and they keep changing them every week hoping for a win.

You’ve got to understand that there is no such thing as ‘good’ numbers....or ‘bad’ numbers.

However, what’s absolutely essential is to know how to choose the right ‘mix’ of lotto numbers that will give you the best chance of winning. And that is what’s called the.... ‘optimum number spread’

If you don’t get that critical ‘optimum number spread’ right from the very start with the numbers you choose, then you can kiss goodbye to any chance you’ll ever have of winning even small cash prizes..

The problem is that the average lotto player doesn’t have the first clue about how to choose the numbers that will give them that vital ‘optimum number spread’

Well, that’s where the ‘Formula 1 Lotto System’ comes in.
Using it’s unique number selection algorithm the ‘**Formula 1 Lotto System**’ makes it easy for you to choose the number combinations that are automatically optimized to give you that critical number spread across all the games you want to play.
Big Mistake #4

You’re too impatient, and you have no persistence.

This applies to every lotto player who is using any sort of ‘system’ to try to win lotto.

There are two ‘qualities’ that separate the players who are winners, from the players who will always be ‘lotto losers’.

And those qualities are.....**patience and persistence**.

Let’s take the ‘**Formula 1 Lotto System**’ for example.

Even though it has an incredibly impressive win percentage ratio of almost 87% over a 12 month period. It’s still not some ‘magical’ formula where you’ll have wins every week.

No system can ever do that!
You could go for a week, or a month without a win, but that doesn’t matter, because over a 12 month period, the system is guaranteed to deliver cash prizes from more than 87% of the games you play.

But wins will only happen for you if you have the patience and you are dedicated to following the system to the letter.

If you aren’t prepared to do that, then no lotto system will ever work for you, and so you might just as well go back to picking your number out of a hat!

So now it’s your turn to take the ‘Lotto Losers Test’ to see if you’re also a ‘Lotto Loser’...

Are you ready?

Then let’s go....
1...The ‘Lotto Loser’ picks their number using birthdays, anniversaries, or their kids ages. Or worse still, they play auto picks each week.

Is that you.....

2...The ‘Lotto Loser’ then looks at the past winning numbers to help fine tune their choices believing those numbers will give them a better chance to win.

Is that you.....

3...The ‘Lotto Loser’ changes their numbers each time when they don’t get a win.

Is that you.....

4...The ‘Lotto Loser’ then looks for a system to use to help them win. Then ‘Lotto Loser’ plays the ‘system’ for a few weeks, and when they don’t get any wins they get frustrated and impatient and give up on using the system.

Is that you.....
So how did you score?

If you said ‘YES’ to any **ONE of those four ‘Lotto Loser’ traits**, then you are in, trouble, because your chances of every winning regular lotto cash prizes are less than zero, and you’re totally wasting all your hard earned money every week playing the way you do.

So now you’ve got a decision to make.....

Do you want to fend for yourself bumbling and stumbling along, continuing to make all those ‘dumb’ mistakes I just we through, throwing good money after bad playing like a ‘Lotto Loser’?

Or do you want to join an elite group of lotto players who have realized that the only way to regularly win lotto prizes is to start playing ‘smarter’

In all honesty, I think your choice is a pretty obvious one...... and that is to do what the ‘smart’ lotto players do, and use the most respected lotto system available on the internet today - the ‘**Formula 1 Lotto System**’, which has been **creating lotto winners all over the world since 1989**.
Well, that’s about all I have for you in this report.

I’d like to thank you for taking the time to read it, and I hope you’re now a whole lot wiser, and a lot more confident about what you need to be doing from now on if you want to become a ‘lotto winner’ instead of always being a ‘lotto loser’.

I wish you every success

To find all about the Formula 1 Lotto System, and read all the success stories from system users, and to see if you are eligible to use this system, click on the image below.
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